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Carpet Design Awards

[Awards]
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Flooring prizes
that open doors
One year on, Rachel Meek catches up with the winners of
AfghanMade’s Best Student Design and Best Young Designer
categories at the Carpet Design Awards 2014
AT THE ANNUAL Carpet Design
Awards at DOMOTEX Hannover
in 2014, two categories – ‘Best
Young Designer’ and ‘Best Student
Design’, both sponsored by
Afghanmade – introduced new
design talent to the rug world.
Three finalists in each group had
their designs woven in Afghanistan
by the sponsor, and these were
presented to the public and judging
panel on the CDA stand. The first of
these titles attracted over seventy
entries, more than any other
section. Here we catch up with
the winners: Allistair Covell and
Sheefalika Misra.
Misra, winner of the Student
Design Award, will achieve a
postgraduate diploma in textile design
in December 2014. By that time she
will have spent some seven years
studying at the National Institute of

Design (NID), Ahmedabad. Growing
up in India, she was exposed to a
rich pool of traditional crafts. But
the CDA revealed to her the magic
possibilities of carpets. ‘It made me
understand that the rug industry
can be a responsible design choice,’
she says, ‘a powerful medium for
creative expression that empowers
skilled communities by providing a
sustainable livelihood.’ Her design
was inspired by a painting, The Gate,
by German abstract expressionist
Hans Hofmann (1880–1966), and was
created by assembling strips of paper
in mosaic chevron formations.
NID commissioned Misra to
conduct a craft research project, ‘The
Scroll of Prayers’, under the guidance
of Professor Aditi Ranjan. She tracked
the development of Pattachitra-Hindu
scroll paintings on cloth from her
home state of Odisha, from ritualistic
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temple objects to luxury souvenirs for
pilgrims. Her ability to transition easily
between historic Indian aesthetics
and contemporary design is evident
in her new collections for Jaipur Rugs.
The ‘Painted Heritage’ collection
takes direct inspiration from a Mughal
miniature painting, The Musical Mode
by Gauri, and murals at Morarka
Haveli, Rajasthan. These have been
sympathetically manipulated into
tessellating, abstract forms. The
contact with Jaipur came as a direct
result of her presence at DOMOTEX.
Allistair Covell’s entry originated
from his own painting, The City,
representing the London Eye as seen
from across the Thames. Despite a
background in surface pattern and
textile design, he says he had not
previously considered designing for
the flooring industry. ‘When I saw
the competition I knew this was a

great opportunity to try something
new. I wondered whether it would
be possible to produce a rug that
had the appearance and artistic
style of a painting.’
STAR ATTRACTION
The award nomination led Covell
to produce a new body of work in
the form of ‘stitch paintings’. These
began as an exercise in predicting
how his painting would look on a
rug, but, at his first solo exhibition
in September 2014 at the Courtyard
Arts Centre, Hertford, they were
very positively received in their own
right – though Covell says the rug
itself became the star attraction.
Over the summer, Covell has been
working with UK-based company
Rug-Maker to develop a line of
commercial rugs. The tantalising
samples present bright, dynamic

digital ‘paintings’ translated into
carpet designs. Another recent
collaboration, with digital print
company Think Positive, has led to
a range of silk scarves and ties.
There are plans to apply these
designs to heavier fabrics, suitable
for interior applications.
In both winners, the CDA
experience seems to have instilled
a sense of confidence and proud
achievement. Sheefalika Misra
comments, ‘After the CDA, I am
extremely fascinated by floor textiles
and I wish to specialise in handcrafted works for flooring, both
conventional and unconventional.’
Surely Allistair Covell also has a bright
future in flooring. He says, ‘Seeing
the rug on display at DOMOTEX
exceeded all my expectations.
Creating patterns for rugs feels like a
natural progression for me.’

01 Experimental
sample for the
Exalted Purity
collection of felted
rugs, Sheefalika Misra
for Jaipur Rugs
02 Rug design
inspired by The
Musical Mode by
Gauri, Sheefalika
Misra for Jaipur Rugs
03 iPhone rug,
Allistair Covell and
Rug-Maker

